A simple and robust trajectory-based stereotactic radiosurgery treatment.
We present a Trajectory-based Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (TVMAT) technique for Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) that takes advantage of a modern linacs ability to modulate dose rate and move the couch dynamically. In addition, we investigate the quality of the developed TVMAT method and the dosimetric accuracy of the technique. The main feature of the TVMAT technique is a standard beam trajectory formed by dynamic motion of the treatment couch and the linac gantry. The couch rotates slowly through 180 degrees while the gantry delivers radiation through continuous sweeps of the gantry. The number of partial arcs that constitute the trajectory can be varied between two and eight and as the number of partial arcs increases, the trajectory more finely samples 4π geometry. Along these trajectories, the multi-leaf collimator (MLC) and dose rate are optimized through an inverse planning framework. The TVMAT method was tested on ten cranial SRS patients who were previously treated with the Dynamic Conformal Arc (DCA) technique. The plans were compared with the DCA and a four- arc VMAT technique with regards to dose to the OAR, dose falloff, V12Gy, and V4Gy. Validation measurements were performed using ion-chamber and Gafchromic film. In addition, the trajectory-log files were analyzed and compared with the treatment plan beam data. The TVMAT treatment plans were successfully delivered with a treatment time between 3-8 min which mostly depended on total cumulated dose. Ion chamber measurements had an average measured error of 1.1 ± 0.6% and a maximum value of 2.2% of the delivered dose. The 2%, 2 mm gamma pass rates for the film measurements were 96% or greater. In a preliminary comparison of ten patients who underwent SRS treatments with the DCA technique, the TVMAT and VMAT techniques were able to produce plans with comparable dose falloff and OAR doses, while achieving better dose conformality, V4Gy and V12Gy when compared to the original DCA plans. The improvement of the TVMAT plans were as follows (mean % improvement ± standard err): Conformity (10 ± 2%), V4 (20 ± 20%), V12 (27 ± 10%), volume weighted mean dose to organs at risk (13 ± 13%), homogeneity index (2 ± 2%) and falloff (4 ± 2%). We have developed and validated a trajectory-based dose delivery method which has dose distribution improvements while having a treatment time of 3-8 min. In addition, it has the potential for a simpler planning experience while maintaining an accurate delivery on the Varian Truebeam Linac.